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Abstract

Since the spring of 2017, the Integrated Engineering Leadership Initiative for Teaching Excellence (iELITE) team has been developing and offering a course that seeks to train graduate teaching assistants (GTAs) in the College of Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The training is to be applicable to all types of GTA contexts: lab, discussion, and lecture. Because many of our engineering students’ career goals are within non-academic settings, students often have little natural motivation to develop effective pedagogical skills. As explained in our previous paper, the team made a strategic decision to combine the teaching of leadership skills and pedagogical skills in order to appeal to GTAs who plan to go into non-academic careers. In this paper, we will present our logic model for the iELITE program, which has four categories of inputs: GTAs, Engineering Faculty, Administration (College and Departments), and External Partners (industry sponsors). The logic model will lay out corresponding short-term, intermediate-term and long-term outcomes for each of the categories. The External Partners category is a new addition to the program this year. After collecting feedback from the teaching community in the college, we think that it is crucial to connect our content to what is being done in the professional workplace to make the learning experience more realistic. Intermediate-term outcomes in the GTAs category will be our main focus for the moment. Furthermore, we will discuss faculty feedback from those who have worked with past GTA participants in the program.

Introduction

In previous work, we described in detail the creation of an integrated teaching and leadership course for new Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs) in the College of Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In summary, to provide value to GTAs with future careers in either academia or industry, we designed a course that provides pedagogical instruction for GTAs while highlighting how pedagogical skills can transfer to their future leadership roles. The course
used an integrative approach where teaching and leadership topics were presented as mutually reinforcing. The original goals of the course were to improve teaching confidence and effectiveness, as well as increase each GTA’s understanding of the connection between teaching and leadership. Our initial course evaluations were done using before and after surveys\textsuperscript{2,3}, and they showed that the course indeed increased GTAs’ confidence in their teaching, but did not significantly increase their awareness of the connection between teaching and leadership, perhaps because many GTAs in the class already saw the connection when they started.

In this paper, we turn our attention to evaluating the intermediate-term goals of the course. We present a logic model of the course as well as feedback from faculty who have worked with GTAs who were participants in the course.

**Logic Model**

In response to a helpful suggestion that was received from a colleague after attending the 2018 ASEE Conference, we created a Logic Model of the course. The logic model\textsuperscript{4} for the GTA training course delineates the structure of the program from its input stakeholders and participants through the course activities, outputs, and target outcomes. Creating the logic model, even after the initial implementation of the course, has proven useful to clarify understanding about how the program operates and what the results are that we hope to achieve.

Our previous work noted the collaboration between College of Engineering Faculty and various...
campus specialists, as well as the partnerships with several departments within the College of Engineering. In that work, we also explained the integration between teaching and leadership we demonstrated to GTAs. However, we had not yet synthesized those different threads into an overarching model of our program. Our development of the logic model shown in Figure 1 represents an important step forward in the development of the course. Though we had identified and measured specific outcomes of the course in our previous work, the logic model helped us identify additional outcomes and categorize them in terms of time (short-, intermediate-, or long-term) and in terms of matching them to different stakeholders (outcomes for the GTAs, outcomes for the faculty, etc.). While many of the inputs, activities, and short-term outcomes shown in the logic model were addressed in our previous work, the framework provided by the logic model aids us to investigate them in a linear way, and to move on to the identification and measurement of longer-term goals. We will proceed to address the features of the logic model one-by-one.

**Inputs**

The target outcomes of the course are not simple goals to achieve. In a large engineering college, there are GTAs from many different departments. Each department has an academic subculture and unique degree requirements that affect GTA motivation, or lack of motivation, to excel in their teaching role. The instructional inputs for such a broad training program must not be assembled in a naïve, ad hoc manner. Therefore, the inputs to the logic model include many campus specialists, as opposed to simply a team of motivated engineering faculty members. Specialists from the University’s teaching and learning center, the College of Engineering’s teaching academy, and the University’s leadership center all have been invited to work as consultants on this program, including advising the core engineering faculty team and assisting with the course by teaching content in their areas of expertise. Graduate course aides assist with the course through sharing of the graduate student perspective with the instructional team, grading written assignments, and helping to advise student projects. The college supports the program by funding the instructional team on a service-in-excess line, as well as funding the program evaluation through the University’s teaching and learning center. Individual departments support the program through in-kind hourly or teaching assistant support, as well as by providing students who take the course as part of their graduation, professional development, and/or teaching requirements. Finally, external industry sponsors offer additional, sustainable financial support as well as some industry-perspective instruction in return for the opportunity to recruit from a pool of graduate students.

**Activities**

The course consists of a weekly seminar that can be taken for one or two credit hours. Seminars are taught in an active-learning style, with plentiful group discussions and in-class activities such as think-pair-share. Some seminars are supplemented by reflective writing assignments. Students who take the course for two credits also complete a research project and present their findings in a poster session. Course instructors and course aides provide mentoring to these students as they work on their projects. Projects may also include outreach activities as needed to generate requisite data.
The instructional team meets weekly to develop the curriculum. Meeting activities include post-reflections of each seminar, and planning outreach to potential supporters from across the campus, government, and industry.

**Outputs**

The primary output of the program are GTAs who have undergone additional training activities over the duration of an entire semester. Since the program piloted in the spring of 2017, enrollment has growth rapidly, as shown in Figure 2. In addition to the benefits that they gain through direct instruction and reflection, GTAs also benefit from the interactions with their peers, which combine to help them develop professional connections and, potentially, formation of communities of practice among themselves. To facilitate development of such communities of practice, GTAs are encouraged to sit in groups arranged according to the nature of their instructional duties—i.e. all Lab GTAs sit in one area of the room, all Project Course GTAs sit in another area, etc.—such that all participants share similar teaching contexts.

The other two outputs of the program are: 1) increased GTA satisfaction with their own teaching effectiveness, which may be measurable through improved undergraduate student evaluations, and 2) publications and conference presentations by the instructional team for the benefit of the broader engineering education community.
Outcomes

Program Outcomes are classified according to short-, intermediate-, and long-term targets. In the short-term, the individual participants should develop increased self-efficacy about their teaching, as well as an awareness of how their leadership skills can be enhanced through effective teaching.

In the intermediate-term, our goal is to improve trends in undergraduate student feedback and faculty satisfaction with GTA performance. An accompanying goal is that GTAs on the campus will exhibit new and improved pedagogical and leadership skills. The instructional team hopes to demonstrate enhanced educational research skills while the college as a whole benefits from access to GTAs who can accept greater responsibilities as a result of their training.

In the long-term, a culture shift toward improved attitudes about teaching is a primary outcome, featuring a strong and supportive community of motivated and skillful GTAs. Such a culture shift will increase the quality of undergraduate education in our college. As the instructional content is refined through many iterations of the program, the instructional team will consider development of a franchise model in order to bring these successful advances to other colleges and universities. Eventually, the program may result in increased effectiveness of engineers as global and local leaders as these skills become deeply ingrained throughout the profession.

Developing the logic model allowed us to distinguish between our short-, intermediate-, and long-term outcomes, and let us recognize that our previous assessments of our course had focused on short-term outcomes. We have begun to expand our assessment to include intermediate-term outcomes, and our early attempts at such assessments are described in what follows.

Faculty Interview

To assess the intermediate-term goal of faculty satisfaction with the performance of GTAs, we conducted two in-depth interviews with a faculty member and a GTA supervisor in two different departments that require new GTAs to undergo the training program. As suggested by a similar program in assessing effectiveness of teacher training, these interviews provided some insights into 1) the alignment of course topics with the needs of faculty/supervisors; 2) effectiveness of GTA training; and 3) perceived transferable skills from the classroom to the workplace.

The first interviewee is a faculty member in the Mechanical Science and Engineering Department, who had previously run a similar GTA training program for his courses. By collaborating with faculty from the Education Department, he had created a course for GTAs who teach in sophomore level Mechanical Engineering classes. On average, 15 GTAs were enrolled each semester. The program was discontinued after a few years due to the heavy workload taken on by faculty who were teaching these courses. The second interviewee is a GTA supervisor in the Computer Science Department, who is affiliated with the English Department. He had undergone two semesters of training in his previous position as a GTA for a required undergraduate English course.

To understand the alignment of our course topics with the needs of the faculty and GTA supervisor,
we started the interview by asking what challenges they face when managing GTAs. The two interviewees expressed different opinions. The engineering faculty member shared that the biggest challenge he faced came from getting new GTAs up to speed on their day-to-day tasks, which include facilitating active learning activities in the classroom. He preferred to have new GTAs who know the course content and understand the basics of how learning works. Furthermore, he greatly appreciates those GTAs who care about doing a good job and are able to help students learn. The GTA supervisor whose field of study is not in engineering shared a slightly different point of view. He indicated that the most challenging task is holding GTAs accountable for their job responsibilities. He also expressed the need to have GTAs go through basic pedagogical training and learn to properly interact with students. Not surprisingly, both the faculty member and GTA supervisor voiced concerns about GTAs who are not motivated to do their job. By comparing the feedback from the faculty member and GTA supervisor with our current course syllabus shown in Appendix A, we found that the combination of pedagogical and leadership topics aligns well with their needs.

The second part of the interview is targeted to evaluate the effectiveness of the GTA training program. With a list of past participants in the course, we asked the interviewees to identify the GTAs they worked with and rate each one’s job performance using a scale of 1 to 5 (poor, below average, average, good, excellent). The faculty member had worked with nine GTAs on the list: four GTAs received a rating of excellent, three GTAs received a rating of good, and two GTAs received a rating of average. The faculty member elaborated that those rated as excellent and good are GTAs who have made significant contributions to the course, and those rated as average did what is required only. The GTA supervisor has worked with five GTAs on the list: one GTA was rated as excellent, two GTAs were rated as good, one was rated as average and one was rated as below average. The GTA supervisor uses a different rubric in his rating: those rated as excellent and good are GTAs who are very responsive to ad hoc duties and go above and beyond in helping students, whereas those rated as average did the bare minimum and those rated as below average were slow to respond to emails and generally difficult to reach when needed.

In the last part of the interview, we asked the faculty member and GTA supervisor whether the skills necessary for being a GTA are transferable to the workplace, and if so what specific skills are most transferable. Both the faculty member and GTA supervisor identified communication as the skill that would be needed in the workplace regardless of one’s career path. Other skills mentioned include classroom presence (for academic careers), handling difficult situations, and working with a diverse audience.

By using thematic coding to analyze the responses from the two interviews, we found that motivation of the GTAs is an area of concern for both the faculty member and GTA supervisor. Furthermore, both interviewees think that communication skill is essential for teaching and future career in the professional workplace.

Based on the results of these early interviews, we believe our course topics are well-aligned with what faculty and course supervisors want GTAs to learn in the realm of teaching and leadership. We plan to conduct additional in-depth interviews with more faculty members and GTA supervisors to verify this finding. Furthermore, we would like to compare the job performance ratings of GTAs who have gone through our program with GTAs who have not.
Undergraduate Student Feedback

It stands to reason that having well-trained GTAs should result in more effective instruction for the undergraduates in the classroom. Our logic model thus identifies improved undergraduate feedback on GTA performance as an intermediate-term outcome. To measure this outcome, we first hoped to look at the end of semester student course evaluations for GTAs. Combining these evaluations with data about which courses our GTAs served, we hope to see improvements in the evaluation scores of GTAs who attended our class.

Unfortunately, getting access to student course evaluation data has proved to be difficult due to varying policies among departments at the College of Engineering. We are considering alternative approaches to gathering undergraduate student feedback, such as interviewing individual students who have taken courses taught by our GTAs, and by interviewing the GTAs themselves a year or so after they have completed our class.

Conclusion

We have developed a logic model for our integrated teaching and leadership course for Engineering GTAs, which has allowed us to better understand the inputs, activities, outputs, and outcomes of our course. Having already developed materials to address short-term outcomes of teaching self-efficacy and leadership awareness, we have begun to assess our intermediate-term outcomes. Interviews with faculty have revealed a range of perspectives about what is most needed in newly trained GTAs and how well teaching skills contribute to leadership skills. We are continuing to survey our GTAs and faculty who work with them to understand what effect our training has and how we can modify or improve our material to be able to address the needs of different departments and GTA areas of responsibility.
Appendix A  Course Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | Introduction – Opportunities & Challenges of being a TA  
The course staff will present the syllabus and then divide the GTAs into four groups based on their teaching duties. Small group discussion will then delve into challenges GTAs would face in their teaching assignment and opportunities that come with it. |
| 2    | Interacting with Students  
An instructor will present pit-falls and best practices for interacting with students through email and office hours. This topic is closely related to the workplace, in which engineers are expected to demonstrate professionalism. |
| 3    | Bloom’s Taxonomy Overview  
An instructor will introduce Bloom’s Taxonomy and engage students in small group discussion of how to apply it in defining learning objectives and writing homework and exam questions. |
| 4    | Active Learning  
A campus specialist will present the benefits of utilizing active learning techniques in the classroom and potential challenges during implementation and deployment. GTAs will be engaged in several active learning activities throughout the session and they will be asked to reflect on their experience at the end. |
| 5    | Academic Integrity  
A dean from the college will present the resources available to GTAs in terms of handling academic integrity cases and the reason why we have such policy at the university. Several cases will be presented to bring out discussion of Dos and Don’ts when handling academic integrity violations. |
| 6    | Leadership Part 1 – Clifton Strengths  
A campus specialist from the leadership center will explain the themes from Clifton Strengths and help GTAs to make sense of their individual Clifton Strengths report. Group activities will be carried out to show a diverse strength profile within the class and how each GTA can leverage his or her strengths to achieve success professionally. |
| 7    | Informal Early Feedback  
An instructor will present the essentials of mid-semester teaching evaluation and how it applies to the workplace. Small group discussions will be carried out to encourage GTAs to explore aspects of evaluation that can help improve their teaching before the semester ends. |
| 8    | General Rubric Design  
A campus specialist will present how to design a rubric and how it can help GTAs grade assignments and assessments fairly and efficiently. The tie to performance evaluation in the professional workplace will be emphasized. |
| 9    | Applied Rubrics  
An instructor will present specific grading scenarios related to the GTAs’ field of study. Group activities will be carried out to analyze a few work examples from students, which highlight the importance of using a rubric. |
| 10   | Project Management  
A faculty guest-speaker will present on controlling the critical path of project management and how project management concepts can be applied to both personal and professional space. An open critique of the presentation as a teaching example will take place at the end to show elements that goes into planning of a lesson. |
| 11   | Diversity and Inclusion  
An instructor or a campus specialist will present on the importance of diversity in engineering and how to create an inclusive space in the classroom. Examples of diverse workforce / team will be brought up throughout the session. |
| 12   | Leadership Part 2 – Industry Sponsors  
An industry professional will present on leadership skills needed in the workplace to succeed professionally. This session can vary slightly based on personal experience of the industry professional. |
| 13   | Student Motivation  
A campus specialist will present the motivation theory of value and expectancy. Examples of different values and expectancies will be outlined and explained, each with a brief discussion of scenarios that GTAs have experienced themselves. |
| 14   | Wrap-up & Poster Presentation  
An instructor will recap the semester and highlight the main ideas presented throughout the course. A poster presentation will be held at the end to showcase the work done by GTAs who are enrolled in the two-credit hour option of the course. |
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